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Monopoly Game: Rules Made To Be Broken?
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During the housing bubble, investors threw cash at real estate like it was Monopoly money. That Sponsor Feedback Becorre an NPR Sponsor»

may be an exaggeration, but perhaps not an extreme one. Generations of kids have been raised

on the board game Monopoly, spending countless hours accumulating houses and hotels. Did we most popular
all learn bad lessons from years of passing Go and collecting $200?

Viewed Recommended CommentedIf you think a regular Monopoly game takes
y •

forever, try playing with two economics

professors. Just picking out the game tokens
1. AMan, APlan And ASharpie: 'The Great Typo Hunt'

prompts a lesson in choice theory. According to
2. JetBlue FlightAttendant Hailed By Many For

one of them, it "illustrates a tremendous Dramatic Exit

diversity of preferences in people, even about
I

something as mundane as this." 3. Oddest Musical Pairings

/455 As the game gets started, Dan Hammermesh of 4. JetBlue FlightAttendantArrested After JFK Ruckus
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the University of Texas at Austin says he's "a

. . g/x top-hat guy." Russ Roberts of George Mason

University says he prefers the car. The Scottie mobile Learn More 9
Q Enlarge Toby Talbot/AP dog is not in high demand.

A farrily plays Monopoly in the kitchen of their home in
Introducing

Jericho, Vt. Both professors have played Monopoly since
NPR Music

they were children but with very different takes for iPhone and iPod touch
on the game. Hammermesh avoids buying utilities and those nasty green-colored properties, while

Roberts will snap up anything he lands on. It's love at f irst listen.

'A Very Unrealistic Lesson'

Hammermesh finds plenty of positive lessons for children who play the game.

"You learn decision rules, and maybe a little bit of optimizing under constraints," Hammermesh

says. "Because the 1,500 bucks, you' ve got to make choices. And learning, for example, with 1,500 PLANET ITIOIlBQ w~g'
bucks, not to go buying railroads as Russ just did."

• For Fed, Revving Up The Economy Is Tougher Than
Applying Brakes

That's economic trash talk.
• The Most Expensive College Dorm Rooms

But Roberts, the proud new owner of Pennsylvania Railroad, has a pretty low opinion of Monopoly. • Will Pay For Paycheck

He has written about how it presents a warped view of capitalism. There's no innovation, no mutual
more >

benefits — it's all about grinding your opponents to dust.

"In Monopoly, a roll of the dice forces you to pay large sums of money to a landlord, who you don' t
planet money stories >

know," Roberts says. "You' re stuck losing money with no gain. The landlord gains money at no
• Economists Question Keynes-Inspired Stimulus

cost, and that's a very unrealistic lesson."
• Monopoly Game: Rules Made To Be Broken?

That doesn't stop Roberts from trying to cream his opponents, though. • Examining The Risks Of Deflation

In 2010, A sure Way To Crash An Economy?

Thinking about the educational value of Monopoly is not the strangest exercise.
• •

The precursor of the modern version of the game was designed to teach lessons about the

economy. Patented in 1904, it was called "The Landlord's Game" and was used to demonstrate

how property owners could bankrupt their poor renters.
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Parker Brothers later put out its version of Monopoly. In the new game, driving people out of
PLANET MONEY

business was a good thing.
We Bought A Toxic Asset

But looking at Monopoly in post-recession 2010, the rules seem like a sure way to crash an What better wayto track the financial crisis than to own
a piece of it? You can follow our dubious investment

economy: The bank can never run out of money, mortgages are easy to get, and when you build here.
houses the rent always goes up.

view series >

"You might learn, if you are good at Monopoly, to think that real estate is a really good investment

— a strategic insight that would have served you very badly, at least recently," Roberts says.

pod cast
Bending The Rules

GAD Planet Money Podcast

Roberts now has Park Place and Boardwalk. Hammermesh has more new houses than an Arizona +Y~ Meet high rollers, brainyeconomists

suburb. By now, the players are running out of cash, and this is when those stodgy Monopoly rules and regular folks — all trying to make

go out the window. Everyone starts wheeling and dealing. sense of our rapidly changing global
• I • • economy.

Roberts offers up a share of the income from one of his properties: "It's a sure thing; it's triple-A." subscribe >

"I view it more like a Greek government bond," Hammermesh says. "I'm afraid I can't take it."

donate Give now O
It turns out that when you bend the rules, Monopoly starts to feel like a very shrewd educational

tool. Now they' re negotiating and thinking creatively.

Support the NPR programming
Roberts, for instance, offers to bump up the rent on Mediterranean Avenue if it's taken off his

hands. you love with a tax-deductible

gift today.
"The rent will not be the stated $250 — it will be $750," Roberts says.

Can he do that?

"Not legitimately," Hammermesh answers. "But it does show the kind of independent creative shop Visit the NPR Shop O
contracts that can be created in the real world and in this game."

WEATHER

At this point, the economics professors start talking about using options pricing theory and OR NOT,
BE READYcomputer simulations to figure out the proper value for such a contract.
FR BOO Weather

Tracker Radio
In the end, another classic Monopoly lesson is learned: When you talk too much, you run out of

Available Now >
time and you never finish the game.
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Related NPR Stories

How To Win Monopoly In 21 Seconds June 8, 2010

. What Monopoly Taught Us About Money June 18, 2009
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Obama stimulus package offers short-term answers to
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long-term questions about Keynesian economics. em
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Monopoly Game: Rules Made To Be
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Board game may serve as bad model in current BUSINESS HEADLINES NEWSLETT

economy, the relevant lessons come from side deals.
Business highlights delivered weel
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Examining The Risks Of Deflation
Privacy Policy

comments
Please note that all comments must adhere to the NPR.org discussion rules and terms of use. See also the
Community FAQ.

You must be logged in to leave a comment. Login / Register
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NPR reserves the right to read on the air and/or publish on its Web site or in any medium now known or unknown
the e-mails and letters that we receive. We mayedit them for clarltyor brevityand identifyauthors byname and

location. For additional information, please consult our Terms of Use.

Recent First
Paul J ustus (GeoArk) wrote:

Too bad there wasn' t enough time to go into the original purpose of the the Landlord's

Game invented by the Quaker woman, Lizzie Magic. Magic wanted to show how the remedy

proposed by Henry George would work to bring about prosperltyfor all and an end to the

bubble-bust economy. The remedy, of course, was to place a consumer tax(or user fee) on

natural resources while removing taxes on human production - both labor and capial. If

policymakers had implemented this taxreform in the early1900s we wouldn't have the

economic problems we have today. To learn more visit Henry George and Lizzie Magic on

Wikipedia.

Fri 06 Aug 2010 05:32:33 PM GEST

~Re art abuae

S Farg (slf) wrote:
Byother comments here, I guess mycomment will prove to admit that I'm ignorant and

unsophisticated, HOWEVER...I do love Planet Money's stories. There's not manyways you

can take economic topics and make them interesting and captivating enough for a radio

spot. I don't listen to NPR just to be educated, I also listen to be entertained. Considering

most news outlets' version of entertainment is who got voted off the island or which celeb is

doing what with who, I' ll take Planet Money's version of entertainment any day. If anyone is

expecting every spot on every program (NPR or otherwise) to be 100% their cup of tea, well,

who's really missing the mark then? Thanks, Planet Money, love your reports. Playing

Monopoly with two economists is like playing a racing video game with a race car driver: it' s

not normally something you would do, or have the opportunity to do, but you'd have to

wonder what it would be like!

Fri 06 Aug 2010 02:47:18 PM GEST

~Re art abuae

Donna Coon (dmchook) wrote:
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I' ll admit I audiblygroaned this morninghearing the upcoming story, Monopolyand economy

lessons, but it didn't take long before I was smiling. Thanks NPR.

Fri 06 Aug 2010 12:36:22 PM GEST

~Re art abuse

Ham Sammie (HamSammie) wrote:

An NPR moderator has removed this comment because it does not adhere to the

discussion guidelines

Fri 06 Aug 2010 12:07:13 PM GEST

~Re art abuse

Ham Sammie (HamSammie) wrote:

BIGGIE SMALLS WAS THE BEST RAPPER!!!

NOT 2PAC!! I DONuT CARE WHAT YALL FOOLS SAY!

I LOVE NPR!!!!!

Fri 06 Aug 2010 12:05:49 PM GEST

~Re art abuse

Chloe J (Chloejs) wrote:

Thank you for playing this story- I reallyappreciated it!

Fri 06 Aug 2010 12:01:54 PM GEST

~Re art abuse

James Harvey (J01) wrote:

This storyis complete tripe, useless drivel, utterlylacking informative and educational value.

I could skip 75% of it and still get the not-too-interesting or valuable point.

perhaps the main value in the story is that it shows what passes for "economic reporting"

these days. No wonder we' re all clueless about how to solve our economic problems.

Fri 06 Aug 2010 11:59:15 AM GEST

~Re art abuse

James Harvey (J01) wrote:

Anne Greene:

Echo your concerns regarding the qualityand level of discourse in Planet Moneystories. I

usually turn them off when I'm listening on the radio because they are SOOOO LAME! Is this

how NPR views the sophistication of it's listeners? Tragic.

Fri 06 Aug 2010 11:53:44 AM GEST
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~Re art abuse

D Alan (Wingnut) wrote:

When is the Monopoly'ACORN' version coming out?

Fri 06 Aug 2010 11:48:38 AM GEST

~Re art abuse

• •

big daddi (bigdaddi31) wrote:

LMAO! Thanks Planet Money, I haven't had such a good laugh in a while...the economy

crashed because of Monopolyl Of course! Duh!

Fri 06 Aug 2010 11:20:51 AM GEST

~Re art abuse
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